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New Shear Actuated Smart Structure Beam Finite Element

A. Benjeddou,¤ M. A. Trindade,† and R. Ohayon‡

Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers, F-75003 Paris, France

We present the formulation and validation of a new adaptive sandwich-beam �nite element, capable of dealing

with either extension or shear actuation mechanisms, which is reached by coating an elastic core with piezoelectric

sheets or sandwiching a piezoelectric core between two elastic faces. The poling direction is taken parallel to

the transversely applied electric �eld for the �rst mechanism and in the axial direction for the second one. The

sandwich construction is made of asymmetric thin faces (Euler–Bernoulli beams) and a relatively thick core

(Timoshenko beam). The obtained two-node �nite element has only four mechanical degrees of freedom that are

the de�ection and its derivativeand the mean and relative axialdisplacements of the faces midplanes.Finite element

analysis of segmented and continuous cantilever adaptive sandwich beams with active faces (extension actuated)

or core (shear actuated) show good comparisons with results found in the literature. Additional parametric studies

(actuator’s position and thickness, structure’s stiffness) with the present element indicate that the shear actuation

mechanism presents several promising features over the conventional extension actuation mechanism. In fact, the

shear actuation mechanism is better than the extension one for stiff structures and thick piezoelectric actuators.

Introduction

R ECENT and current research efforts in the �eld of structural

control using active materials are directed toward improve-
ments of the actuation capacity of these systems. Conventional

monolithic piezoelectric actuators produce longitudinal stresses or
strains through their stress-inducede31 or strain-inducedd31 piezo-

electricconstants.Their models are basedon a priori assumptionsof
through-thicknessconstantappliedelectric�eld and uniformpoling

and inplane constant stress or strain behavior. Using interdigitated
electrodes (IDE), transverse actuation through e33 or d33 piezoelec-

tric constants also can be introduced.1 However, a complex poling
pattern results in the actuatorbecauseof an inducedin-planecompo-

nent of the electric�eld, which must be accountedfor in any model.
By sandwiching a lead zirconate titanate (PZT) layer between

off-axis laminae, the composite laminate can produce twisting
deformation2;3 through transformed piezoelectric constants Qe36 or
Qd36 , but this twisting is secondary because it is caused by the

extension-twisting coupling. This twisting also can be achieved
through special piezoelectric attachment techniques, electrode

designs,4 or piezoelectric�ber composites (PFC) with5 or without1

interdigitatedelectrodes (IDEPFC).

All of the preceding advanced techniques are based essentially
on the extension actuation mechanism of the piezoelectric materi-

als because the electric �eld and poling vectors are always parallel,
and the inherent shear effects of the material are always neglected.

Hence, the e15 or d15 piezoelectric constants are not used by the
preceding advanced actuators. To be used, these constants require

constant electric �elds, but they must be perpendicular to the pol-
ing vector. Although mentioned early in the 1990s,6 shear-based

actuators were proposed only recently through a preliminary study
with a commercial �nite element analysis code7 and a theoretical

model.8 A �nite element model was also proposed by Benjeddou
et al.9– 11 and used to compare both extension and shear actua-

tion mechanisms.12 These theoretical and numerical models used
the stress-inducedpiezoelectric coupling constant e15 of an axially

poled PZT layer or a patch sandwiched between thin elastic layers.
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The d15-based torsional actuators also were proposed recently for

the productionof large angular displacementand torque.13 Actuator
designsand assembly methods, materialspreparation,poling proce-

dures, test results for joint strengths,and actuatoroutputcapabilities
are discussed.This report pointed out that the current commercially

availablePZT piezoceramicsare not optimizedfor their shear piezo-
electric response and that most of the current PZT piezoceramics

are optimized for their extension piezoelectric properties.
The objectiveof this paper is to presenta new adaptive sandwich-

beam �nite element capable of dealing with either extension or
shear actuation mechanisms. A new mechanical model is proposed

to avoid shear locking present in the previous element.9
– 11 This

model is based on the use of mean and relative axial displacements

of the midplanes of the faces, instead of those of the upper and
lower skins of the core used in the previouselement. An extra-shear

strain due to the faces sliding against the core is then induced, and
all quantities are expressed in terms of the faces’ displacements. In

the following sections theoretical and �nite element (FE) models
are presented and then validated through static and free-vibration

analysis of various cantilevered adaptive beam con�gurations. Re-
sults are compared to the numerical and analytic results found in

the literature. Conclusions and prospects are then formulated at the
end of the paper.

Theoretical Model

Consider a sandwich beam made of either piezoelectric surface
layers and elastic core or piezoelectric core and elastic surface lay-

ers. In the �rst con�guration the surface layers are poled trans-
versely,whereas in the second one the core is axiallypoled.For both

cases a through-thicknesselectric �eld is applied to each piezoelec-
tric layer. However, elastic layers are assumed insulated.All layers

are assumed to be perfectlybonded and in the xz plane deformation
state.The Bernoulli–Euler theory is retained for the sandwich-beam

surface layers, whereas the core is assumed to behave as a Timo-
shenko beam. A local frame is attached to each layer at its left-end

center, whereas the global one is located at the left-endcenter of the
whole beam, so that the beam’s centroidal and elastic axes coincide

with the x axis. The length, width, and thickness of the beam are
denoted by L ; b, and h, respectively. A; B , and C indices indicate

top, bottom, and core layer quantities, and the F index is used for
surface-layerparameters.

Mechanical Displacements

Startingwith linear axial displacementsfor each layerand enforc-
ing the interface displacement continuities leads to the following

expressions for the axial displacements for the faces and the core,
respectively:
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where w0 is the �rst derivativeof the transversede�ection (constant
through-thickness). Variables Nu and Qu are themean and relativeaxial

displacementsof the upper and lower sandwich-beamfaces, de�ned
by

Nu D
Nu A C NuB

2
; Qu D Nu A ¡ NuB .2/

where Nu A and Nu B are midplanedisplacementsof the upper and lower

surface layers.
The geometricalparameterd couples the bendingbehaviorof the

surface layers to the membrane behavior of the core and vanishes
for symmetrical sandwich construction. However, the mechanical

parameter ¸, coupling the bending behavior of the surface layers
to that of the core, is intrinsic because it does not vanish even for

symmetricalconstructionand is an importantvariable for parameter
studies.

Reduced Constitutive Equations

A linear orthotropic piezoelectric material with material sym-
metry axes parallel to the beam axes is considered for piezoelectric

layers;ci j ; ek j , and ²k .i; j D 1; : : : ; 6I k D 1; 2; 3/ denote its elastic,
piezoelectric, and dielectric constants, respectively.

For the extension actuation mechanism, the piezoelectric beam
surface layers are poled parallel to the through-thickness applied

electric �eld. Using the preceding mechanical assumptions, the
three-dimensional linear constitutive equations of an orthotropic

piezoelectric layer can be reduced9;11 to
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where ¾1; "1; D3 , and E3 are axial stress and strain and transverse
electric displacement and �eld. Notice that the electromechanical

coupling is between axial strain and transverse electric �eld only,
which is the basic foundationof the extensionactuationmechanism.

For the shear actuationmechanism, the piezoelectriccore layer is
poled in the axial direction, i.e., perpendicular to the applied trans-

verse electric �eld. Applying coordinate transformations1;3 so that
the axial and transverseindices interchangeand using the preceding

mechanical assumptions, the three-dimensional linear constitutive
equations of the orthotropic piezoelectric core reduce to9 ;11
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where ¾5 and "5 are the transverse shear stress and strain. Notice

also that the electromechanicalcoupling is between shear strain and
transverse electric �eld only; this is the origin of the newly de�ned

concept of the shear actuation mechanism.

Electric Potentials

Electric potential patterns in each piezoelectric layer for each

actuationmechanismareobtainedthrougha combinationofEqs. (1)

and (2) and the corresponding reduced constitutive equation (3) or
(4) and then an integration of the electrostaticequilibrium equation
ignoring free volumic charge density.

For theextensionactuationmechanism,integrationof the reduced
electrostatic equilibrium equation

Di3;3 D 0; i D A; B .5/

leads to the following electric potentials in the faces:
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where ’C

i and ’¡

i are the subscribedelectric potentialson the upper

and lower skins of the i th surface layer. Notice that the electric
potential is found to be the sum of a linear part, known from the

applied uniform potentials ’§

i ; and a quadratic part, proportional
to the beam curvature. This point is also true for thin piezoelectric

plates14 and represents the induced potential, often neglected in the
literature.

For the shearactuationmechanism DC1;1 is neglectedcomparedto
DC3;3 , so that Eq. (5) still holds for the core. Its integrationprovides

a linear potential in the core:

’C D N’C C z. Q’C =hC / .7/

where N’C and Q’C are the mean and relative potentials of the piezo-
electric core.

Variational Formulation

The variational formulation of the adaptive piezoelectric sand-
wich beam can be expressed as

±T ¡ ±H C ±W D 0; 8± Nu; ± Qu; ±w; ± Q’ .8/

where ±T; ±H , and ±W are the virtual variations of kinetic energy,

electromechanical energy, and work done by applied mechanical
loads, respectively. Each of these quantities can be expressed in

terms of the main variables, namely Nu; Qu, and w, for an actuation
problem. However, for a sensoring problem, Q’i should be retained

as a main variable.
Starting from the electromechanical energy of a piezoelectric

medium, using constitutive equation (3) and (4) strain displace-
ments and electric �eld-potential relations, and integrating through

the thicknessof the sandwichedbeam leads to the followingexpres-
sion of ±H :

±H D ±HF C ±HC .9/

where ±HF and ±HC are the variationsof the electromechanicalen-

ergy correspondingto the surface layers and core layer, respectively.
These are in turn decomposed into mechanical, piezoelectrical,and

dielectrical contributions.Hence, ±HF takes the form
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The core’s contributionto the electromechanicalenergy variation

of the sandwich beam can be written as
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where Ii ; Ai ; i D A; B; C are moment area and area of the i th layer.

Notice that the piezoelectricmaterial has a passive effect on piezo-
electric layers through augmentation of their bending stiffness Nci¤

11

because of the induced potential effect.

For actuation problems, Q’i are known (prescribed); hence, their
virtual variations ± Q’i vanish. Consequently, ±Hem and ±He of

Eqs. (10) and (11) also vanish. For the extension actuation mech-
anism, ±HCme also vanishes because the core is elastic, and the

variational equation (8) reduces for ±W D 0 to

± NHFm C ±HCm ¡ ±T D ¡±HFme .12/

Similarly, the shear actuation problem is obtained from Eq. (8)

by

±HFm C ±HCm ¡ ±T D ¡±HCme .13/

where ±HFm is similar to ± NH Fm but with Nci
11

D ci¤
11 .

From Eqs. (10) and (11) ±Hme terms in Eqs. (12) and (13) can
be interpreted as works of initial electric stresses. They also can

be seen as works of actuation forces and moments. Hence, ±HCme

can be interpretedas an actuation-distributedsliding shear moment
eC

15
AC . Q’C=hC / induced by the applied electric potential Q’C to the

core layer.The conjugatedisplacementparameteris the slidingshear

angle ( Qu=hC /C.¸C1/w 0. Interpretationof ±HFme can be seen better
in the practical case of identical surface layers. In this case
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2
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Depending on the imposed potentials on the faces, two particular

cases could be considered.
1) Q’A D Q’B D Q’F , for which ±HFme reduces to

± NHFme D 2
L

0

eF¤
31

AF

Q’F

h F

± Nu0 dx .15/

For homogeneousmaterial properties in the axial directionand uni-

form applied potentials, Eq. (15) becomes

± NHFme D 2eF¤
31

AF . Q’F=h F /± Nu.L/ ¡ 2eF¤
31

AF . Q’F =hF /± Nu.0/ .16/

In this form ± NHFme is interpreted as a virtual work of boundary

actuationtractions2eF¤
31

AF . Q’F =hF / inducedby theappliedidentical
potentials on the surface layers. Only axial mean displacement or

strain is produced.
2) Q’A D ¡ Q’B D Q’F , and here ±HFme reduces to

± QH Fme D

L

0

eF¤
31

AF

Q’F

hF

± Qu0 dx .17/

Again, this expression is integrated to obtain

± QHFme D eF¤
31

AF . Q’F=hF /± Qu.L/ ¡ eF¤
31

AF . Q’F =hF /± Qu.0/ .18/

± QHFme is interpretedas a virtualworkof the boundaryactuationtrac-
tions eF¤

31
AF . Q’F =hF / induced by the applied identical but opposite

potentials on the surface layers. Only axial relative displacementor
strain of the surface layers is produced.

Comparing expressions of ±HCme given in Eq. (11) to those of

± NHFme in Eq. (16) and ± QHFme in Eq. (18), an important feature can
be noticed. That is, the extension actuation mechanism produces

boundary forces (tractions/compressions), whereas the shear actu-
ation mechanism induces distributed moments. The latter avoids

the common singularity problems at the boundary of conventional
extension actuators.

Variation of the kinetic energy of the sandwich beam is the same
for both mechanisms and can be written in terms of the main vari-

ables as

±T D

L
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RQu

2
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2
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RQu

hC

C ½A IA C ½B IB C ½C AC d2 C ½C IC ¸2 Rw0 ±w0 dx (19)

where ½i is the mass density of the i th layer.

Finite Element Discretization

Because Nu and Qu are C0-continuousand w is C1-continuous, they
are interpolated by Lagrange linear and Hermite cubic shape func-

tions, respectively.Classical FE procedure is followed to discretize
actuator variational problems (12) and (13). Hence, the discretized

shear actuation variational problem is

M Rq C .K F C KC /q D ¡FCe .20/

where q D [ Nu1; Qu1; w1; w0
1; Nu2; Qu2; w2; w0

2] is the degree of freedom

vector. M is the mass matrix of the sandwich beam obtained from
the discretizationof Eq. (19). K F and KC are the surface layers and

core stiffness matrices obtained from the discretization of ±HFm

(with Nci
11

D ci¤
11

) and ±HCm given in Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively.
FCe is the induced electric load vector deduced from discretization
of ±HCme given in Eq. (11).

Discretizationof the variationalproblem(12) leads to the follow-
ing linear system:

M Rq C . NK F C KC /q D ¡FFe .21/

where NKF is the stiffness matrix of the piezoelectric surface lay-
ers and FFe is the induced electric force vector obtained from the

discretizationof ±HFme [Eq. (10)].
Mass and stiffness matrices and mechanical and induced electric

load vectors were integrated exactly, i.e., analytically. The present
FE model was implementedon MATLABTM software. Good results

have been obtained even for thin cores, indicating that the present
element is shear locking free.
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Analytic and Numerical Validation

A sandwich-beam FE capable of treating both shear and ex-

tension actuation mechanisms was implemented. To validate it,
comparisons between present element results and analytical and

numerical results found in the literature were made. Analyti-
cal and numerical results for static actuation of continuous8 and

segmented7 con�gurations of cantilever beams were presented by
Sun and Zhang.7 ;8 Modal analysis of segmented con�guration of

cantilever beams was presented by Lin et al.15 For all cases in the
extensionactuationmechanism, top and bottom layers are supposed

to be PZT5H piezoelectricmaterial, and the centralcore is supposed
to be aluminum. For the shear actuationmechanism, top and bottom

layers are assumed to be aluminum, and the central core is assumed
to be composed of a small patch of PZT5H piezoelectric material

and, covering the rest of the core, a rigid foam material.

Static Analysis

The segmentedgeometric con�gurationsof both actuationmech-
anisms are presented in Fig. 1 with L D 100 mm, h D 16 mm, and
t D 1 mm. The lengthandpositionof theactuatorare a D 10 mm and
dc D 15 mm, unless stated differently. Beams are clamped at x D 0

and free at x D L . To bend the beam, voltages are applied at the
top and bottom surfaces of piezoelectric layers, inducing bending

electric forces. Material data are those given by Sun and Zhang.7 ;8

For the shear actuationmechanism,voltageapplied to the piezoelec-

tric core has a value of Q’C D 20 V, and for the extension actuation
mechanism, voltages applied to surface actuators are Q’F D 10V.

As a �rst analysis, the de�ection of both beams for the continuous
case, i.e., with actuators having the beam’s length, was evaluated

and compared to analytical results of Zhang and Sun8 to examine
the convergenceof the present element. In this case for the shear ac-

tuation mechanism, there is no rigid foam because the piezoelectric
actuator occupies all of the core layer.

For both mechanisms the deformationof the continuousactuated
cantilever beam was computed by only four FEs. Comparisons of

these results to the analytical solution8 are represented in Figs. 2
and 3, indicating that FE results for the de�ection of the shear

and extension actuated beam match very well with the theoretical
solution.8

The convergence of the element to the reference tip’s displa-
cement8 is shown in Fig. 4 for the shear actuation mechanism. For

the extension actuation mechanism the FE produced errors of less
than 0.05% for the beam’s de�ection. It is clear that the present

element is very precise even with the low number of elements (less
than 2% for two elements), and it converges monotonically and

rapidly to the desired tip’s de�ection.
As a second analysis, the actuator’s position is set to vary. In

each case the shear actuated beam’s tip displacement induced by

applied electric forces is evaluated.The actuator’s length is �xed at

a) Shear actuation con�guration

b) Extension actuation con�guration

Fig. 1 Segmented con�gurations of a cantilever sandwich beam for
shear and extension actuation mechanisms.

Fig. 2 Beam’s de�ection for shear actuation mechanism.

Fig. 3 Beam’s de�ection for extension actuation mechanism.

Fig. 4 Convergence of the beam’s tip de�ection for the shear actuation
mechanism.

a D 10 mm, and the actuator’s position is set to vary in the range

10–90 mm. The results shown in Fig. 5 indicate that the present FE
results show very good agreement with the FE results presented by

Sun and Zhang,7 using a commercial FE code. As expected, the
actuator is more effective when close to the �xed end.

As piezoelectricactuation is applied in practice to differentkinds
of structures, it is worthwhile to investigate the effect of the struc-

ture’s stiffness on the performance of the actuator. Therefore, an
analysis of this effect was achieved by an evaluation of the beam’s

tipdisplacementthroughpiezoelectricactuationfor severalstructure
stiffness ratios (Fig. 6). These ratios are de�ned as c¤

11=c¤
33 for the
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Fig. 5 Variation of the beam’s tip de�ection with the position of the

actuator.

Fig.6 Variationof thebeam’s tipde�ection with the structure/actuator
stiffness ratio.

shear actuation mechanism and c¤
33=c¤

11 for the extension actuation

mechanism. As can be seen in Fig. 6, the surface-mountedactuator
is more ef�cient when its stiffness is greater than the structure’s

one. Nevertheless, although the sandwich actuators are not as ef-
�cient in this case, they preserve their effectiveness in the entire

range, especially in the most common structure/actuator stiffness
ratio range between 1 and 10. This is a great advantagefor the shear

actuation mechanism because, in contrast to the extension one, its
performance is preserved for stiffer structures. Figure 6 shows also

that there is an optimal stiffness ratio range for which the shear ac-
tuation mechanism is always better than the extension one, which

is the case for PZT5H and the faces’ stiffer material.
The variationof thebeam’s tip de�ectionwith the actuator’s thick-

ness was also evaluated. In Fig. 7 the shear actuation mechanism
is more performant than the extension one for thicker actuators, as

can be expected. Therefore, for the case presented the extension
actuation mechanism is more ef�cient in a low range (t < 2 mm),

whereas, as noticed from Fig. 7, for t > 2 mm the shear actuation
mechanism tends to be more ef�cient than the extension one.

Free-Vibration Analysis

Natural modes and frequencieswere evaluatedfor both shear and
extension actuation mechanisms. Material data are the same as pre-

sented by Lin et al.,15 and geometric parameters are L D 50 mm,
h D 2 mm, t D 0:5 mm, dc D 11 mm, and a D 20 mm. The �rst �ve

natural frequencies are given in Table 1 for both actuation mecha-
nisms. Table 1 shows that the natural frequenciesof the shear actu-

ated beam are lower than those of the extensionactuatedone, which
can be explained by the fact that the sandwich con�guration is less

Table 1 First �ve natural bending frequencies (Hz) and shear

and extension actuated cantilever beam

Mechanism 1 2 3 4 5

Shear actuation 985 3,912 8,305 17,273 25,980

Extension actuation 1,084 4,787 12,422 24,547 38,599

Analytical results15 1,030 4,230 12,000 23,500 38,500

Fig. 7 Variation of the beam’s tip de�ection with the actuator thick-
ness.

Fig. 8 Bending vibration modes for shear and extension actuation
mechanisms.

rigid than the extensioncon�gurationbecauseof the presenceof the

foam in the core. This difference increases with frequency because
the foam becomes more deformed (Fig. 8). In all three bending

modes the actuator’s deformation is lower for the shear actuation
mechanism. Analytic frequencieswere given only for the extension

actuationmechanismbecausethere were not any in the literature for
the shear actuationmechanism. Our values for the latter mechanism

are given in Table 1 for future reference.

Conclusions

A theoretical formulation and FE implementationof a new adap-
tive asymmetric sandwichbeammodelwere presentedandvalidated

for both extension and shear actuation mechanisms. Mechanically,
the model is based on Bernoulli–Euler assumptions in the faces

and Timoshenko hypotheses in the core. Rotatory inertia effects
were considered for all layers. Electrically, the electric potential

was found to be quadratic for the extension actuation mechanism
(piezoelectric faces) and linear for the shear actuation mechanism
(piezoelectriccore). Besides, the sandwichbeamwas supposedto be
short-circuited, i.e., electric potentials were imposed on upper and

lower faces of piezoelectriclayers, and natural boundary conditions
(free-charge) were assumed on the remaining lateral boundaries.
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A �rst adaptivesandwich-beammodel was developedin previous

works.9;11 Becauseof the presenceof shear-lockingproblems in this
element, a second model with a different kinematics description

was developed here. This second adaptive sandwich-beam model,
taking into account the extra shear because of the sliding of the

faces against the core, also allowed a better understanding of the
energy-dissipationcapacity of the beam.

Theoretical and numerical comparisons of shear and extension
actuationmechanisms for staticsand vibrationof smart beams were

presented. The present results matched better with the analytical
results than the results of the previous element, showing better

convergencecharacteristics.Thanks to the new kinematics descrip-
tion, the new adaptive beam element did not present shear-locking

problems. Surface-mountedactuators,acting through the e31 piezo-

electricconstant,induceboundaryconcentratedforcesand moments
in the structure, whereas sandwich shear actuators, acting through

the e15 piezoelectric constant, induce distributed moments in the
structure.Therefore,we can expect fewer problemsof the actuators’

debonding at its extremities for the shear actuation mechanism.
Comparisonsbetween both actuationmechanisms in static piezo-

electric actuation showed that only thin extension actuators are ef-
�cient. Shear actuators, on the contrary, are more effective for a

medium thickness range. Shear actuators’ performance is less de-
pendent on the structure’s stiffness. Moreover, for rigid structures

the shear actuationmechanismpresentsbetter performancethan the
extension one.

Vibration analysis of both actuation mechanisms was presented
throughevaluationofnaturalbendingfrequenciesandmodes.Vibra-

tion modes are equivalent in both mechanisms; nevertheless, shear
actuators are less deformed than extension ones, and natural fre-

quencies are higher for the extension actuation mechanism.
The present work is being extended to implement the sensoring

capacity of the adaptive sandwich beam to study active control ap-
plications.
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